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1 - Heaven'N'Hell

“Life and Death are the same, Except Death in Heaven is to be paradise.”

“Hell on Earth simply means Hell's guest house, When we die we move into permanent residence,
Going to Heaven is being invited to the popular party, Hell is the party for the unpopular people.”

“Angels are the beautiful people, Demons are whats left of the bunch.”

“Eve bit the apple before Adam, Thus, women were smart before men.”

“If Jesus is God, and the Holy Spirit is God, Then who is God?”

“All the acid in our stomaches comes from the cess pool of acid, This time it was Adam's fault.”

“I wonder what would happen if someone made a contest called.... Be God for a day.”

“God invented T.V. long before we did, The only difference is ours in a box.”

“Demons and monsters, Are like comparing angels and people.”

“Priests promote war, Soldiers promote peace, There are few though in each category, That take the
other side, They are seen as heathens or traitors, The same as a person who opposes them, Who do
you suppose, Is the real traitor?”

“Just because they called them Priests, Doesn't mean they are anything more, Than a person, Or a
lying tyrant.”

“If Heaven is white, And thus good, Why is the evil Hell red, And not black?”

“Heaven is bliss, Hell is torment, Life is torment, Death is bliss.”

“Angels guard us, Demons trick us, People kill us, Us being people.”

“Heaven is but an illusion, Hell, merely a paranoia.”

“To enter Heaven, You must enter pearly gates, To enter Hell, What must you do?”

“Lucipher lost his place as an angel in Heaven, So we can lose our place as spirits in Heaven.”

“To die we must live, How you live, Determines what happens, When you die.”

“We are created in the image of God, Thus, for him to hate us, He must hate himself, And that seems
highly unlikely.”

“God created Lucipher, Then acknowledged he had become evil, So humans can be evil too, They don't
have to be good, Just because the pure and holy God made them, To believe otherwise is ignorance
and stupidity.”

2 - Humor and Insults

“When the going gets tough, You get alot of whiny, cry-babies.”

“I have two life altering words for you, "Shut....up."”

“Get your tweedle on, Alice is watching.”

“Your face looks exactly like a picture I saw in a magazine once, The magazine was Diseased Toilets
Weekly.”

“If the teacher asks what happened to your homework, Just tell the teacher the modern-age excuse,
"My printer ate it."”

“If you say "shut up", and someone says "make me", Respond with, "I don't make dogs, I train em."”

“I don't like to be rude, I love to be rude.”

“You think I'm mean, Because you are petty.”

“Just because your stupid, And just because they are stupid, And just because I know alot of stupid
people, That doesn't make me a stupid people, That makes me an annoyed people.”

“When you can't figure something out, Just read the directions, moron.”

“Your life is in my hands, And so is your brain, The non-existant thing that I'm squishing in my hand,
Yeah, that's your brain, loser.”

“You think the world is a sphere, I however, think the world is a circle with implants.'

“It's all fun and games until someone loses an eye, Then, its a trend.”

“It's all fun and games until someone loses an eye, Then, it's a pirate party.”

“Noone is laughing at you, And so is Everyone.”

“I don't like you....., your obbsessed with me......, so....., Drop dead with a smiley.”

“Remember, glue is definately not, Melted Marshmellow, So get your hand outta Elmer, And nobody
gonna get hurt.”

“I'm not confusing, You just lack brain-power, Not to mention a brain.”

“I have a great comeback for your insult, Wait for it....Wait for it..... You suck.”

“The funniest thing I've ever seen, Is the face you see when you look in a mirror.”

“Shiny, distracting clothes that cover you up, Make looking at you less painful, And as painful as looking
at you is, Your gonna need an ocean full, fatty”

“I don't have to try to be better than you, It just comes natural.”

“If everyone in the world smiled, At the very same time, It would be totally, Creepy.”

“I don't want to hurt you, I just find it necessary.”

“Don't blame me because your ugly, Blame your ugly because your ugly.”

“There are many kinds of people in the world, Stupid people seem to be one of the most common.”

“Stupid people like you, Make smart people like me, Look even smarter.”

“I don't like to be cuter than you, I just am.”

“This is what a brain looks like on drugs, @#@$@%@@&&, This is what your brain would look like
without drugs if you had a brain, __________________________ (Flatline)”

“There is a reason locks are childproof, People want to laugh when you shut your hand in a locked door,
They can't say idiot-proof though because then, You'd be an idiot, and it would be proven, So they say
childproof, Because then your only acting like a child, Despite the lingering fact, Your child has never
shut their hand in the door, However the lock is still childproof, Why can't we be as smart as all the
child's.”

3 - Friends&Enemies

“Good friends are hard to find because, Bad enemies are so easy to.”

“Good enemies are hard to find because, Bad friends are so easy to.”

“Often your enemy will harm you, And attempt to make you cower, With the very means that they fear
the most, In other words, whatever scares them most.”

“I'd rather handle my enemies, Than handle my friends.”

“Friends make people glad for enemies, Enemies make people glad for friends.”

“Your worst enemy, Will often be, Someone you once considered, A dear friend.”

“Friends are truly friends, If they will walk with you, Through the torments of life. “

“A true friend stands up for you, Even when you don't want them to.”

“A true friend takes on a role like big brother or sister, And does it without thought of reward.”

“A true friend will help you through everything, Whenever you need help, And knock you unconcious and
tie you up, When your asking for help in being just plain stupid.”

4 - Love

“Love is often like a rare butterfly, Delicate and hard to catch, And when you do, If your not careful, Or
don't care for it well, It will die.”

“Love and friendship are bitter enemies, They are harsh when put together.”

“Love is much like a tornado, Interesting, dangerous, exciting, And let us us not forget deadly, It is also
however, Quite able to be boring and dismayed.”

“Love is a cunning and sly thing, And refuses to be controlled.”

“Love makes an animal a pet, A person a friend, And a house a home.”

“Love is a fantasy, Hidden within the confines of reality.”

“Love is made of many things, In fact, it is different for each person.”

“Love is a complicating matter, And often leaves people with headaches.”

“If you break someone's heart, Prepare to have your spirit broken.”

“Love is a rival, Love is a friend, However, Love is also an egocentric tyrannical dictator.”

5 - Life

“If you live life by a book, Make sure that it's an auto-biography.”

“Life should be lived like your flying, You can soar high and be amazing, But always be ready for
storms, And understand that, at times, You will, inevitabley, fall.”

“Life isn't always how we'd like it to be, Life can boring and awful, If it was exactly how we wanted
it, We'd probably grow tired of it even faster.”

“There are alot of ups and downs in life, Yes, you should always be ready to get back on your
feet, However, you should also be prepared and willing to fall, If you don't let yourself fall, Then you shall
feel the vertigo.”

“It's one thing to live, It is another to actually live.”

“Life is not definable, People just want to act like it is.”

“Life is hard to predict, People are easy.”

“Life isn't easy or fair, Whoever says it is, Is stupid.”

“Life is a big test, When we die, We get scored.”

“Life is bittersweet, Deal with it.”

6 - Trust

“Trust is often hard to gain, Earning someone's trust, Is a true sign of friendship, But only if both sides
give the most trust they can.”

“If trust were plentiful, The people of the world would live in a huge house together.”

“Trust is like a fine piece of thread, Extremely delicate, And susceptible to even the slightest tremor.”

“Trust as many people as you want, With your fingers crossed behind your back.”

“Trust is as valuable to have, As love.”

“Never give your full trust, To someone who has proved to be false.”

“Hesitate before giving your trust, Always be sure.”

“Never get drunk around people you don't trust, It almost always never ends well.”

“People who don't seek your trust, But are grateful and happy to have it, Are the ones who can usually
be trusted, They are usually true.”

“Trust is of the strongest bonds you can have, But the material it's made with is one of the weakest.”

7 - Truth+Thought

“White lies are merely and simply lies, Sugar-coated with what seems like the best truth.”

“A birth certificate, Is a person's license to breathe, Without it, You don't legally exist, It's just a piece of
paper, Stupid isn't it?'

“You can break the rock, You can meditate on the rock, You can make the rock a blessed, spirit, It is
still a rock, Thus, you can make a person provost, You can dress them up real nice, You can make them
famous, However, it is still just a person.”

“If you live life by a book, Make sure that it's an auto-biography.”

“A snake can be treacherous, Only if you let it be.”

“To make a mistake and blame another person or thing, Is the equivalent of a lying, coward.”

“I would refuse to engage in physical combat with a handi-capped person, So, I would refuse to
intellectually fight a normal person.”

“Theres one way to skin a cat, And then theres all the others.”

“There is a time and a place to speak up, It's your decision where and when those are.”

“I don't enjoy lying, I do believe though, That there is a time and place for it, And it is sometimes

necessary.”

8 - People

“People are judgemental, But they pass it off by calling it human nature, I would ask those people, To
define human nature in it's entirety,
It is not human nature, It is a side-effect of a society.”

“People are so busy copying other people, And being brainless superficial clones, That they don't even
have a “themselves”, To be.”

“People are often wrong, So just because someone says something is someway, That doesn't make it
true.”

“People have proven, That people are stupid.”

“People believe what they are told, Often, when they have heard no opposition.”

“People often become useless, Because they try to be useful to everyone.”

“Take heed, The people you treat so horribly, May one day become your boss.”

“People often can't find the right words, Becuase they have none of their own.”

“Everyone is so worried about themselves, That they often don't see people who's worries are greater.”

“People have only gotten worse through time, I think by the time the world comes to a close, Life will be
worse than anything in death.”

“People seem to think they can get away with being rude, However, it will often come back to bite them
in the butt.”

9 - Anger

“Anger is another emotion in a never-ending list, Anger is an emotion that makes people act drunk, And
wish they were.”

“The sun is hot, Anger is hot, When the sun explodes, Everything dies, When your anger explodes,
What will happen?”

“Anger can be controlled, Though, it seldom ever is.”

“The only people who can truly master anger, Seem to be either monks, nuns, or saints.”

“Anger is often a great force, Definitely one to keep in check, However, Every once in awhile it is good
to let loose.”

“Anger is a form of expression, Though it is not often viewed as art.”

“Anger is like being drunk, While being sober.”

“If anger was put into helping things, Instead of destroying them, I think we'd all be better off,
But bored.”

“Being angry doesn't give you the right to hurt someone, Anger is an emotion everyone feels, So no,
your not special just because your angry, And no, you don't deserve special treatment, Your no better
than anyone else.”

“Anger is reliable, Which is good and bad.”

10 - Fear, Problems, Trial.

“Some fear is good for you, It keeps you alert, However, if the fear is in the form of pain, It becomes
torment, Never allow yourself to succumb to torment, Look right at it and remove the farce, You'll often
find that torment wears a mask, When unmasked it becomes as it truly is, a coward.”

“Trial is a part of life, So just accept it.”

“To beat your fear, You must see it for what it is.”

“If you need help, Then get help.”

“Noone can fear nothing, Some people are just better at controlling their fear.”

“To solve a problem, Your must first find the problem.”

“Fear is in essence, A weakness, But it doesn't have to be.”

“Problems are easily solveable, If you have the right tools.”

“Fear keeps people alive, Without fear, Horror movies, Would never be scary or fun.”

“Fear is a form of expression, Just be careful who you express to.”
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